Innovative, Entrepreneurial Leadership in Government,
Nonprofit and Business Organizations
By Carol A. Poore, Ph.D., MBA
According to a survey conducted by the Center for Creative Leadership, the drive for innovation was cited as the No. 1
trend impacting organizational strategy1. But executives in institutional settings – such as large corporate, government
and nonprofit organizations – may not be familiar with what the “intrapreneurial” innovation process looks like.
How can YOU be better prepared to lead major change, advocate for and implement new ideas, and steadily build your
legacy as an inspiring, innovative leader within large institutions?
As Peter Drucker, the “father of modern management” once said, “The enterprise that does not innovate inevitably ages
and declines. And, in a period of rapid change as the present, the decline will be fast!”
There are four major differences between innovation leadership and operations leadership2.
1. Innovation is ambiguous.
2. Innovation is high profile.
3. Innovation is risky.
4. Innovation means moving into unchartered
territory.
With these four factors in mind, the innovation
process is a series of five predictable “gates.” Once
you understand these gates or milestones, it will
prepare you, the innovative executive, to understand
the expectations, characteristics, and demands of
each stage.
The first step is ideation – or imagining. The
innovation could be radical, or incremental – focused
on a customer problem or market need/opportunity.
During this phase, a leader must be open to lots of
ideas, facilitating input and listening to contributors. Quantity over quality is important at this stage. Trust between
leaders and staff (idea sharers) is paramount3.
The second step is incubation of the great idea. Ideas must be vetted or screened. A process for determining which
ideas will be advanced is important, including appropriate internal and external focus groups, and customer feedback.
The third step is demonstration. This is a period where pilot programs may offer the opportunity to test a concept at a
small scale and begin to experiment. This stage provides an opportunity for the organization to learn, and to accelerate
success or “fail forward” (also known as “fail fast”) before large investments are applied.
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The fourth step is market entry. The demonstration project must be “priced, packaged, and promoted” if it is to be
willingly adopted by a target audience or user. Creating a guiding, cross-functional team is critical. Money, staff and
resources must be allocated to support the new idea4.
The fifth and final step is growth and sustainability. The organization has determined it will institutionalize and
implement the big idea. The organization – not just a work group – will drive and adopt the idea. This requires creating a
network of believers, cross-functional support, and institutional scale-up and measurement.
To be an effective innovation leader, three leadership skills are essential to navigate the five innovation gates:
1. Establishing urgency: Communicating a compelling vision and context with power,
2. Boundary spanning and coalition building, and
3. Effective use of metrics and data to build a case to scale up (institutionalize) the innovation.
In my next article, I’ll focus on why establishing urgency is vital to any change initiative (thanks to prolific research
compiled by John Kotter) and how boundary spanning and coalition building support the innovation process. See my
prior article about strategic planning tracking – these tips are very applicable for building a case for innovation results
and innovation scale-up.
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